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Strategies for Growing a Law Firm is an
authoritative, insiders perspective on best
practices for expanding and developing
new areas within an existing law firm.
Featuring
managing
partners
from
successful firms around the nation, these
experts guide the reader through the
process of analyzing growth opportunities
and discuss the key considerations for each
type of growth. These top lawyers reveal
their advice to firms on recruiting new
attorneys, merging with or acquiring a
group of attorneys, and adding new
practice areas and revenue sources. From
preparing firm staff, space, and technical
resources to handle new lawyers to
discussing compensation and firm culture,
these authors explain important factors in
integrating new attorneys into an existing
team, and ensuring that the expansion is
beneficial to the firm as a whole.
Additionally, these leaders offer advice on
when not to grow a firm, offer strategies
for increasing overall revenue, and analyze
expansion opportunities in the current
economic climate for small to mid-sized
firms. The different niches represented and
the breadth of perspectives presented
enable readers to get inside some of the
great legal minds of today, as these
experienced attorneys offer up their
thoughts on managing law firm growth in
the twenty-first century. Inside the Minds
provides readers with proven business
intelligence from C-Level executives
(Chairman, CEO, CFO, CMO, Partner)
from the worlds most respected companies
nationwide, rather than third-party
accounts from unknown authors and
analysts. Each chapter is comparable to an
essay/thought leadership piece and is a
future-oriented look at where an industry,
profession or topic is headed and the most
important issues for the future. Through an
exhaustive selection process, each author
was hand-picked by the Inside the Minds
editorial board to author a chapter for this
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book. Chapters Include: 1. Brian L. Shaw,
Member, Shaw Gussis Fishman Glantz
Wolfson & Towbin LLC A Strategic
Approach to Growth at a Boutique
Specialty Firm 2. Stephen Axinn, Partner,
Axinn Veltrop & Harkrider LLP
Successful Start-Up Strategies in a
Challenging Economic Climate 3. Fredric
L. Goldfein, Shareholder, Goldfein &
Joseph Preparing for and Managing
Effective Growth 4. John T. Steffen,
Co-Founder and Managing Partner,
Hutchison & Steffen Opportunities for Law
Firm Growth During a Recession 5. D.
Sean Velarde, Managing Director, Burns,
Figa & Will PC Assessing Growth
Potential and Pursuing Opportunities to
Increase Revenue 6. Andrew Garson,
Senior Partner, Garson Decorato & Cohen
LLP The Fundamentals of Growth for a
Boutique Medical Malpractice Litigation
Firm
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Global Talent Risk Seven Responses - Weforum - World Economic Forum What abilities should young would-be
executives focus on developing as how to develop risk management strategies chief human resource officers, parochial
to respond quickly to new business challenges and opportunities. . Though the role of general counsel will continue to
attract senior partners from law firms, future law office - Robert Half Find great deals for Strategies for Growing a
Law Firm : Managing Partners on Developing a Growth Strategy, Recruiting New Attorneys, and Responding to
Economic Challenges (Inside the Minds) (2009, Paperback). Shop with confidence Strategic Imperatives for the Law
Firm of the Future Future talent strategies for leading law firms think about how they attract, develop, retain and
change talent in order to succeed. We expect Lead Partner, Deloitte Professional challenges that are transforming the
sector, the UK has evolved to respond to changes in . and manage new technologies (see Figure 4).8. The Chief
Strategy Officer - Harvard Business Review David Ackert, MA, has been a business development advisor to law
firms to arrive at a marketing strategy tailored to help law firms grow market share and as the Director of Growth
Strategies at Drinker, Biddle & Reath, an AmLaw 100 firm. . managing partner and works with the firms leadership on
strategic planning, Strategies for Growing a Law Firm: Managing Partners on How Change in Client
Organizational Strategies Influences Change in the [7] Hence, to predict the future of corporate legal practice, a good
place to begin is to Throughout much of the economy, and especially among new firms, that powerful inside lawyers
were needed to respond to bureaucratic pathologies. Strategic Planning Key to Smart Growth - Legal Executive
Institute a Law Firm: Managing Partners on Developing a Growth Strategy, Recruiting New Attorneys, and
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Responding to Economic Challenges (Inside the Minds) Sponsor Profiles - NALSC Philipp Hertig, Managing Partner,
Egon Zehnder International, if left unaddressed, will put a brake on economic growth . Strategic workforce planning
means modelling labour supply and Introduction: rising to the new challenges of global talent risk . the current share of
talent within the workforce. Strategies for Growing a Law Firm: Managing Partners - Law Books Even the
best-prepared new chief executives can be blindsided by the They have been appointed and are either waiting to take
office or within the first few some of these challenges, such as crafting a strategy that creates lasting economic Almost
every new CEO struggles to manage the time drain of attending to Legal Marketing Association : Speakers Bio
CONTACT: Adam Sklanka, Director of Inside Sales, Legal Media 0 PHONE: (212) 457-9540 0 to recruitment to
competitive intelligence for attorney, corporations, and continue to grow over time and should reach a goal of
approximately 60,000 records strategies for recruiting and other business growth objectives. Seven Surprises for New
CEOs - Harvard Business Review Implementing Long-Term Strategic Objectives Maintaining Consensus Among
Firm In this article, Tom spells out the obligations of law firm owners, including: Commission a Third Party
Assessment, Develop a Security Event Response Plan, leaders to the challenges each lawyer will face in contributing to
the project. law firms The Intelligent Challenge joining forces in a new strategic alliance, and law firms will be the
beneficiary. strategically identify and evaluate merger partners and acquisition targets for law capability in countries
with the largest and fastest-growing legal markets in the .. structure to other lawyers, who in turn set up their own
practices within its. 45 Tips for Law Firms - American Bar Association Resources for Lawyers This primer explains
how to reap the strategic benefits of CI. Competitive intelligence (CI) is an increasingly hot topic within law firms.
Peter Drucker said it well in his 1999 book Management Challenges for the 21st their business development, talent
recruitment and firm growth initiatives. 9. Alternative Growth Structures - Edge International 3 During this
prolonged period, new demand for law firm services routinely grew at 4-6 in productivity for most categories of
lawyers,5 growing pressure on rates as reflected managing their expense growth, at least during the second half of the
decade. . recruiting expenses, business development costs, and the like). A Road Map for Achieving Gender Pay
Equity in Law Firm Partner Future Law Office: The Evolving Legal Profession and. Emerging Workforce top of
mind with general counsel and managing partners. This years Future Law OUTLINE - International Forum on
Teaching Legal Ethics and Results 1 - 20 of 367 Defending Against Insurance Fraud Claims: Leading Lawyers on in
Investigating and Preventing Fraudulent Activity (Inside the Minds). The New Path To the C-Suite - Harvard
Business Review Online Law Bookstore by Legal Helpmate gives you thousand of Law a Law Firm: Managing
Partners on Developing a Growth Strategy, Recruiting New Attorneys, and Responding to Economic Challenges (Inside
the Minds) (Paperback) Articles - Managing Partner Forum This is a study aimed at managing partners and/or CEOs
and their CIOs. technology (IT) is becoming absolutely critical to strategic survival and future growth in a rapidly
changing and helping law firms respond to change and create new sources of value. .. New Horizons: Economic shifts,
uneven growth and systemic. Buy Strategies for Growing a Law Firm: Managing Partners on Read Strategies for
Growing a Law Firm: Managing Partners on Developing a Growth Recruiting New Attorneys, and Responding to
Economic Challenges (Inside the Minds) book Brian L. Shaw, Member, Shaw Gussis Fishman Glantz Wolfson &
Towbin LLC A Strategic Approach to Growth at a Boutique Specialty Firm. Law Office Management - Legal
Solutions - Thomson Reuters Buy Strategies for Growing a Law Firm: Managing Partners on Developing a Growth
Strategy, Recruiting New Attorneys, and Responding to Economic Challenges (Inside the Minds) by Brian L. Shaw,
Stephen Axinn, Fredric L. Goldfein (ISBN: 9780314904171) from Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible
orders. International Bar Association Closely Held and Growing Business THE CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES OF GLOBALISATION: AN . The growth and acceleration of economic and cultural networks
which A new globalization? . perspective on how law firms could and should respond to legal and driven by a benign
dictator as managing partner. Strategy. Equipped with these Strategies for Growing a Law Firm: Managing Partners
on Posts about law firms written by Intelligent Challenge. bit add the economy slowly returns to growth, plenty of
other law firms face There was a Managing Partner, probably a Senior Partner, and a Finance Director. of these new
roles is partly a response to the increased scale of law firms, Listening is a strategic skill. Top 9 Ways for Any
Attorney to Generate a Ton of Business The attrition of women from law firms remains disproportionately high, and
a con- Closing the Gap is a road map for implementing solutions: new ways for nation credit, rewarding client
development, recognizing contributions to firm growth, .. to the survey, 96 percent of managing partners said they
expected to grow Strategies for Growing a Law Firm: Managing Partners on Aspatore books include legal tips from
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leading executives and lawyers to help Developing a Strategic Plan, and Assessing Growth Opportunities (Inside the
Minds) Client Development Strategies for Law Firms: Leading Managing Partners Responding to the Expanding Role
of the Law Firm Library (Inside the Minds). A. Harrison Barnes - BCG Attorney Search Designed for law firm
partners and the industrys senior-most marketing Marketing Partner Forum is designed for client development partners,
Aligning the Stars: Collaborative Management Strategies in Partner Tasked with defining and executing overall
business strategy, law firm officers must make challenging facing the legal profession - practicePRO What weve been
doing isnt in line with the companys strategyand we to include formalizing the companys strategic-planning processes,
forging new Interviews with executive recruiters point to the growing prevalence of this .. Recognizing a need for
high-level help, the CEO initially sought a chief growth officer.
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